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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes the thermal data for the payload bay of
the first five shuttle flights and presents the engineering
evaluation of that data. After a general discussion on mission
profiles and vehicle configurations, the thermal design and
flight instrumentation systems of the payload bay are described.
This is followed by the presentation of the thermal flight
data sources and a categorization of the data. A thermal flight
data summarization section provides temperature data for the
five phases of a typical mission profile. These are: Prelaunch,
Ascent, On-Orbit, Entry and Postlanding. The thermal flight
data characterization section encompasses this flight data for
flight to flight variations, payload effects, temperature ranges,
and other variations. Discussion of the thermal environment
prediction models in use by industry and various NASA
Centers, and the results predicted by these models, is followed
by an evaluation of the correlation between the actual
flight data and the results predicted by the models. The report
concludes with an evaluation of the available thermal data from
the viewpoint of the user concerned with establishing the
thermal environment in the payload bay. The data deficiencies are
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes the results of the thermal environmental
data for the payload bay taken during the first 5 shuttle
flights. The evaluation of the data and its application to
payloads are the primary objectives of this report.
Methods of thermal environment prediction developed by industry
and government centers, including computer prediction programs
and methodologies will also be discussed.
2.0 SCOPE AND OVERVIEW
The mission profile of a typical Space Shuttle flight, launch
vehicle configuration and a general overview of the thermal
environments in the shuttle payload bay for STS flights 1-5
are dicussed in this section.
2.1 Mission Profile
The Space Shuttle System, Figure 2-1, is used to place
flight experiments and spacecraft in earth orbit and to provide
the initial boost phase for interplanetary spacecraft. In order
to design these experiments and spacecraft for survival in the
thermal environment of the shuttle payload bay, this
environment must be measured and the accuracy of the data
estimated for typical mission profiles. A typical mission profile
consists of five phases: Prelaunch, Ascent, On-Orbit, Entry and
Postlanding as shown in Figure 2-2.
2.2 Launch Vehicle Configuration
The STS configurations for the data taken during the first 5
shuttle flights are summarized in Table 2-1(Reference I). All
payload pallets on these flights were generally of the type
developed by the European Space Agency (ESA),except for the
Development Flight Instrumentation (DFI) pallet.
Table 2-1 Launch Vehicle Configuration
l STS i STS i STS i
I 1 i 2-4 t 5 I
a. OV-102 Vehicle
b. Launch from Kennedy Space Center (KSC) x
c. No thrust augmentation x
d. Full thermal radiator panels x
e. Payload bay vents open at all times x
f. Payload bay with ESA pallet payloads
g. Payload bay with DFI pallet payload x































2.3 The Payload Bay Thermal Environment
The Payload Bay prelaunch thermal environment is primarily
affected by the climatic conditions at the launching pad and Air
and Nitrogen Purge System of the Shuttle. During the Ascent
phase, expansion cooling of the existing air, followed by the
soakback from the hot structure dominates the thermal
environment. In the On-Orbit phase, the payload doors are
normally open and occasionally closed and the elements of the
sun, earth and deep space strongly affect the thermal
environment. During Entry, compression heating of the air affects
the payload bay temperature. In the Postlanding phase, at the
landing site, the thermal environment is again affected by the
climatic condition, the soakback from the hot structure, and the
postlanding gaseous purge system.
There is good agreement among NASA centers and industry
in the methods used to define small payload thermal environments.
However, it is generally agreed that there are still significant
deficiencies in the payload bay data base because:(1) Each
payload is different;(2) Each flight is different; (3) Flight
data pertaining to the payload bay is limited; and, (4) Flight
data for the payloads is virtually non-existent.
3.0 THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
The Shuttle Orbiter midsection includes the 60 foot long by 15
foot diameter payload bay, lower fuselage structure and
subsystems, payload bay doors, radiators, and wings. The Thermal
Control System (TCS) for the midsection controls the thermal
environment of the lower equipment bay and affects the thermal
environment of the payload bay proper. The thermal environment of
payloads, located in the bay, are primarily influenced by the
view of the sun, earth, and deep space, their station location
and the heat transmission created by their attachment to the
orbiter midsection structure.
During prelaunch and postlanding phases, environmental
conditioning is provided by the vehicle-level air and gaseous
nitrogen purge system (Figure 3-1). The purge system provides a
positive pressure inert atmosphere for contamination control and
minimizes the GH2 buildup after external tank loading by
converting from air to GN2. During the postlanding entry-heating-
soakback period, the purge provides attenuation of the potential
peak temperatures which the subsystem components would be
subjected to without the purge.
Limited thermal control of the Shuttle payload bay is
accomplished through the use of fibrous and multilayer insulation
(MLI) blankets, and heat sources and sinks supplemented by
selected attitude constraints. The basic insulation design
consists of bulk fibrous insulation (TG-15000) sized to protect
subsystems from overheating during entry and postlanding-thermal
soakback. This insulation is supplemented by MLI for low weight,
high thermal efficiency on orbit (Figure 3-2).
3.1 ORBITER MIDSECTION
Except for specific, detail differences among the orbiters,
multilayer insulation (MLI) and TGI5000 insulation blankets are
employed in the midsection TCS. The payload bay outer surface
insulation is made of Armalon (Teflon-impregnated fiber glass
fabric, commonly known as Beta cloth). Beneath the outer surface
is a multilayered insulation blanket from Station Xo=582 to 919.
From Station Xo=919 to 1191, the outer surface is insulated with
1.05 and 1.80 inch thick TGI5000 on the upper and lower areas,
respectively. In the wing torque-box area (Station Xo=l191 to
1305.5) the outer surface is insulated with 1.35 inches of
TGI5000 above the wing carry thru structure. The top of the wing
torque-box is covered with ten layers of MLI. The top layers of
all MLI and TGI5000 that view the payload bay (w/o liner) are
also Beta cloth. The payload bay liner, used for contamination
control for specific payloads is a single layer of Beta cloth;
therefore, the optical properties of the payload bay are the same
with or without the liner (OV 102). The forward section of the
lower bay structure (Xo=584 to 919) is insulated inboard with
TGI5000 thicknesses of 0.75 inch on the sides and 1.50 inches on
the bottom to help protect the orbiter equipment in the area. The
portion of the sidewall above the sill longeron is covered with
1.05 inches of TG15000. The aft section (Xo=919 to 1305.5) is
uninsulated on the sides and bottom, except for 1.35 inches of
TGI5000 on the sidewall above the sill longerons. The bottom of
























































































insulation. The forward bulkhead is insulated with ten layers of
MLI facing the payload bay crew module,and an additional 1.5 inch
thick blanket of TG15000 is applied above the PLB liner forward
of the MLI. The aft bulkhead is insulated above the outer surface
with ten layers of MLI. The entire concave surface of the
payload bay doors is covered with 0.45 inch thick TGI5000.
3.2 BASIC MID-FUSELAGE STRUCTURE
The basic mid-fuselage structure consists mostly of aluminum
skin, frames, longerons, and a wing torque-box, protected at the
orbiter outer surfaces by the Thermal Protection System (TPS)
insulation. The graphite epoxy payload bay doors are isolated
from the bay during open-door operations. The forward and aft
ends of the midsection are closed out with the structural
bulkheads, which are insulated on the payload bay side. The
forward bulkhead actually forms the aft wall of the forward
fuselage crew compartment, and stays nearly constant at the 70
deg F internal habitable environment temperature. The aft
bulkhead is thermally passive and its temperature essentially
follows the aft fuselage environment. An aluminum sill longeron
that is covered with a white coating runs lengthwise along both
sides of the payload bay. This is used for structural
stiffening, as well as to provide attach points for payloads. The
longeron lower surface is insulated with TGI5000. Twelve
structural frames are installed in the midsection lower fuselage
(Figure 3-3). The upper caps of these frames match the circular
contour of the payload bay and are exposed to the payload bay
environment. The optical properties of the caps are approximately
the same as the liner. The lower surface of these caps is
insulated from the lower fuselage environment with MLI. Due to
the relatively small area the caps expose to the payload bay, the
direct impact on the radiation interchange in the resulting
payload bay temperatures is small. However,the caps do affect
wire tray temperatures and conduction heat transfer at payload
attach points. The aft section of the lower mid-fuselage (Xo=l191
to 1305.5) constitutes an aluminum and aluminum/boron wing
torque carry thru box. The upper panel of the wing box is covered
on the top with MLI which is exposed to the payload bay
environment.
3.3 ORBITER/PAYLOAD RETENTION FITTINGS
Shuttle payloads are attached to the Orbiter by means of bridge
fittings. Bridges will be installed at the Orbiter longerons and
between the main frames at the keel as needed for specific
payloads. The bridges will have standard fittings on which
payload trunnions will rest. Figures 3-4 and 3-5 show a typical
longeron bridge fitting and a typical keel bridge fitting. These
payload attach points provide the primary heat conduction paths
between the Orbiter and the payloads. All longeron bridges are
titanium and the longeron latches are inconel. The keel bridge
assemblies for bays 2 through 5 and 12 are aluminum only; bays 6
through Ii are either aluminum or titanium.
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3.4 WIRE TRAYS
Two relatively massive white aluminum wire trays, approximately
three feet wide, extend nearly the length of the payload bay on
both sides. The wire trays are attached to the twelve frame caps
but not to the forward or aft bulkheads. The wire trays are used
to route Orbiter electrical system wiring between the forward,
mid and aft fuselage sections. The lower surface of the trays is
covered with insulation as follows: 10 layers of MLI forward of
Xo=919, 1.05 inches of TGI5000 blanket from Xoz919 to Xo=llgl and
1.35 inches of TGI5000 blanket aft of Xo=II91. The upper wire
tray surface, covered with the white coating is exposed to the
payload bay environment. Each tray spans 21.7 deg of the semi-
cylindrical payload bay area and covers the region from Xo=600 to
Xo=1292. The mass of the tray, combined with the conduction to the



























































4.0 THERMAL FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
The thermal environment in the Space Shuttle Bay is measured and
recorded by the Developmental Flight Instrumentation System
(DFI). This instrumentation package employs Resistance Thermal
Devices (RTD) to measure the temperatures which are recorded
on-orbit or downlinked in real time during the mission.
An interactive computer terminal system, or trend monitoring
system (TMS), was instituted by which terminals were provided for
the retrieval and plotted display of data in near real time.
Raw data was recorded on the Mission Control Center Network
Interface Processor (NIP) tapes. The TMS and CCT tapes, which
provided most of the data for this report, were generated from
the NIP tapes by different data processing methods. The normal
lag between the real time data and the TMS data base updates was
approximately two hours.
The 50 RTDs of the system which are of interest for payload
environments are grouped into three series. The 91 series
consists of 8 RTDs located on the left and right side mid-
fuselage longerons of the shuttle. The 18 RTDs of the 93 series
consist of 12 in the cylindrical bay proper, 4 on the forward
bulkhead at Sta 576 and 2 at the aft bulkhead at Sta 1307. The 92
series consists of a total of 24 RTDs located on the bridge and
keel fittings, payload bay doors and the Development Flight
Instrumentation (DFI) package. Not all of the RTD measurements
were recorded for each flight; some devices recorded temperatures
on fittings which were installed for specific flights. Figures
4-1 and 4-2 provide an overall view of the RTD locations. A
limited number of measurements were down-linked in real time
during the missions but the majority of the thermal data,
especially the PLB data, was collected by the DFI which records
on-orbit.
Of the payload bay liner measurements in Figure 4-1, V34T9312,
V34T9318 and V34T93320 provided what were believed to be
representative empty bay responses. V34T9319 was shaded by a tool
box and therefore provided data on the response of the liner when
it was in close proximity to a payload. V34T9310 was mistakenly
placed on the wire tray. Two other measurements, V34T9311 and
V34T9317 were purposely placed on the wire trays since these
responses have a significant effect on payload temperatures and
on the overall payload bay thermal environment. The three
measurements, V34T9313, V34T9314 and V34T9316 were in the
vicinity of the payloads on the first five flights. These give
some indication of the severity of the solar entrapment
phenomenon. However, two of the RTDs were placed on the bay vent
filters. This dampened the temperature responses. The third RTD
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5.0 DATA SOURCES AND CATEGORIZATION
Temperature measurements which are relevant to the definition of
the payload bay thermal environment were chosen for this report.
The flight data includes the temperature measurements from four
basic elements of the payload bay: the payload bay liners, wire
trays, and the forward and aft bulkheads. A total of 14
temperature measurement locations, defined in terms of TCS




The temperature data from the wings, radiators, etc. are not
included in this report because of the time and funding
limitations established for this task. All flight data for the
payload bay thermal environment was obtained from the DFI
(Development Flight Instrumentation ) temperature measurements.
DFI data were taken for STS Flights 1 thru 5. The DFI system was
removed from the shuttle after STS 5; therefore, subsequent
flights yield no payload bay temperature data. The DFI data is
stored on CCT tapes and TMS trend monitoring system tapes. CCT
tapes have a high sample rate and are very voluminuous.TMS tapes
have sample rates sufficient for thermal trend studies and
shuttle operational control but not sufficient for data curve
generation. All data that was available to JPL was used in this
report. The flight data used in this report is categorized as
follows:
(i) Computer Compatibility Tape (CCT)Data
(2) Trend Monitoring System Tape (TMS)Data
(3) Miscellaneous Data
5.1 CCT Thermal Flight Data
The CCT flight data was obtained from NASA Johnson Space
Center/R.Brown and Lockheed/S.Williams. This data was organized
into files designated as JPL files f001-f80. The organization of
the data in these files, which cover three different time periods
for STS flights 3 and 4, is summarized in Table 5-1.
18
TABLE 5-1












ii (2 f2 f15 f28
12 (I f3 f16 f29
13 (2 ** f4 **f17 **f30
14 (2 ** f5 **f18 **f31
16 (2 *** *** ***
17 (i) f6 f19 f32
18 (i f7 f20 f33
19 (I f8 f21 f34
20 (i f9 f22 f35
24 (3) fl0 f23 f36
25 (3) fll f24 f37
26
27
(3) f12 f25 f38


































(i) measurement locations @ forward half of payload bay
(2) measurement locations @ aft half of payload bay
(3) measurement locations @ fwd and aft bulkheads
* Data files for STS-4 were too sparse to permit curve fittlng.
** Data Files for STS-3 not used since the sensor was installed
beneath the filter flanges instead of on top of them. These
temperatures do not reflect the true payload bay temperatures.
*** Sensor V34T9316 was broken on STS-3 resulting in loss of data.
**** Sensor data for V34T9327 not available.
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5.2 TMS Thermal Flight Data
The TMS flight data presented in this report was obtained from
JSC Report 19956-" Orbital Payload Bay Flight Temperature Data "
Report 19956 provides DFI data for 50 measurement locations in
the payload bay area for STS Flights 1-5 and for 6 measurement
locations on the longerons for STS Flights 6-8. This data is
presented in plotted form for the mission phases from lift-off to
landing. No prelaunch or postlanding data are included. The data
sample rate used to obtain the TMS data was not sufficient to
reveal the cyclic nature of the temperatures in the payload bay;
however, this data is useful for showing trends, defining upper
and lower temperature values, cross checking of CCT data and for
general background use for the plotting of thermal data.
Selected TMS data was organized into designated JPL files for the
14 measurement locations previously used for the CCT data.The
data file designations, applicable to STS Flights 1-5, are
presented in Table 5-2.
20
TABLE 5-2
TMS Flight Data Categorization















1 2 3 4
fl00 fl14 f128 * f142
fl01 fl15 f129 f143
f102 * fl16 * f130 * f144 *
f103 fl17 f131 f145



















fll0 f124 f138 * f152
flll f125 f139 * f153
fl12 f126 f140 * f154
















* TMS data for this file has been digitized and plotted for
this report. See Appendix A. These files have been used
extensively in the summarization and characterization of the
thermal flight data in this report.
** TMS data for this file has been digitized and plotted
for Figure 7-1 only.
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5.3 Miscellaneous Thermal Flight Data
The data in this category was obtained from workshops,
conventions, reports, presentations and personal communications.
The main sources of data were Rockwell-International/C.Pagan and
C.Rose and JSC/R.Brown.
Prelaunch, Ascent/Initial Open Door, Entry and Postlanding Phases
of the missions are covered exclusively by this category 3






































































































NOTES: Data from CCT tapes-C.Pagan/Rockwell International.
* Prelaunch Data only
** Digitized files in Appendix A
$ Bad Data
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5.4 Thermal Flight Data Summary
A summary of the thermal flight data for categories 1 thru 3 is
presented in Table 5-5. This table is arranged to show mission
phases, shuttle attitudes and measurement locations. The 126
files represented in this table are designated as JPL Flight Data
Files and are presented in Appendix A. These Flight Data Files
consist of (i) a numerical tabulation of temperature data points
versus mission elapsed time and (2) a corresponding graphic
representation of the data points. The digitized numerical and




Summary of JPL Thermal Flight Data Computer Files





































Fwd PLB Msmt # V34T9312-17-18-19-20




























































Aft PLB Msmt #V34T9310-11-13-14-16
*f55 excluded
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5.5 Thermal Flight Data Listings
To facilitate referencing with Appendix A, all JPL thermal flight
data files are listed in Table 5-6 according to file number. This
tabulation provides the Measurement Number, STS Flight Number,
Mission Phases, Mission Elapsed Times, Shuttle Attitudes, Max-Min
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6.0 THERMAL FLIGHT DATA SUMMARIZATION
This section summarizes the thermal flight data that was
available to JPL for the preparation of this report.This includes
the three previously described categories of flight data and
portions of JSC report 19956 related to the thermal environment
of the payload bay. The summarization is presented in terms of
the five mission phases: Prelaunch, Ascent, On-Orbit, Entry, and
Postlanding. In addition, the thermal flight data for the On-
Orbit phase of the mission is summarized in terms of the shuttle
flight attitudes. Excluded from these attitude holds are the
gravity gradient and other miscellaneous short duration attitude
modes which yield a limited amount of data.
For each mission phase and distinct shuttle attitude, the thermal
flight data is shown on a single plot using a uniform time and
temperature scale. This facilitates the evaluation of the flight
to flight temperature variations for a particular phase or
attitude hold. Table 6-1 provides a listing of the mission phases,
figures, data files, and related information. Although a large
amount of thermal flight data is available, the amount that lends
itself to this form of summarization is relatively limited.
Hopefully, this summarization of the thermal flight data will
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6.1 Prelaunch Phase
Prelaunch payload bay temperature data was usually recorded from
T-24 hours to liftoff. The events for this period are air purge,
N2 purge and termination of N2 purge. The temperature variation
usually ranges between 70 and 80 deg F.
Prelaunch thermal data, in plotted form, for STS Flights 2,3,4,
and 5 were obtained from Rockwell International(C.Pagan) . All 14
measurement locations covering the entire payload bay were
included in this data with two exceptions: Measurement V34T9316
for STS-3 and V34T9313 for STS-5 were not available due to bad
data. All 54 files are shown in Table 5-4 and are stored in JPL
Section 513 computer files.
All prelaunch thermal data shows a fluctuation in a narrow range.
The low value of the data was 65 deg F recorded for V34T9324 on
STS-2. The high value of 80 deg F was recorded for measurement
V34T9327 on STS-5 at the aft bulkhead. The remaining thermal data
falls between these values for STS 2 thru 5 for all measurement
locations. The prelaunch data for these two extreme cases is
presented in Figure 6-1. The temperature scales were chosen to
conform to those used in JSC Report 19956 and correlates with
measurement V34T9312 for STS-3. These wide range temperature
scales will be used exclusively in this report except where a
close-up examination of the thermal flight data is desired.
The prelaunch flight data was studied from an average temperature
view point as follows: for each flight and measurement location,
an average temperature was first calculated by taking the
arithmetic mean of the high and low temperatures. The result of
this calculation for all 14 measurements is shown in Table 6-2.
AS indicated by these average measurements, V34T9312 and V34T9327
were consistently high and measurement V34T9324 was consistently
low. These readings, therefore, were excluded from the definition
of a bulk average temperature as shown in the table.
According to the bulk average temperatures, the prelaunch thermal
environment for the payload bay can be characterized as ranging
between 70 and 75 deg F. This is well within the expected
temperature range of the payload bay based on the purge gas
temperature which is 70 deg F at the supply inlet.
It is noted, however, that for each of the flights the external
environment was similar to the payload bay environment;
therefore, very little variation in the payload bay temperature
































































STS-2 STS-3 STS-4 STS-5
70 72.5 74 75
72.5 74 76.5 75
74 79 79 79
70 74 75 **
69 74 74 75
69 ** 74 75
72.5 74 74 75
69 71 74 75
70 74 74 75
70 71 72.5 75
67.5 70 71.5 72.5
71.5 74 74 75
69 71 74 74
76.5 77.5 79 80
70 73 74 75
Notes: avg temp defined as midpoint between
high and low temp readings for msmt
for prelaunch duration.
bulk avg temp is arithmetic mean of
all msmt averages for each flight





Temperature data for the ascent and initial open payload bay door
phases for STS flights were obtained during such significant
thermal events as decompression cooling, ascent heating, radiator
flow, and by the space cooling from the payload door opening.
Flight temperature data for this mission phase is shown in Figure
6-2. The flight data was taken from 9 measurement locations
covering the entire payload bay. Twelve data files covering STS
Flights 1,2,and 3 were used for this plot. Additional ascent data
covering STS Flights 3,4 and 5 was obtained subsequently and is
included in JPL f files but is not reflected in the figure due to
time limitations.
As indicated in Figure 6-2, the payload bay temperatures show a
temperature drop at liftoff as a result of the expansion cooling
of the gas in the payload bay. The extent of this cooling is
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It is noted that decompression cooling gave steep drops in the
temperatures for short time periods, 0.02 to 0.07 hours after
liftoff, for all measurements and all flights. The lower value of
temperature appears to be approximately 43 deg F. A typical
temperature rise due to ascent heating follows the expansion
cooling. This is followed by approximately 1 hour of thermal
equilibrium at a temperature of 63 to 73 deg F with an upper
value of approximately 83 deg F. The payload bay temperatures
dropped sharply immediately after the opening of the payload bay
doors. The transient cooling rates after the door open sequence
are shown in Table 6-4. These rates ranged between 71 and 193 deg
F/hr. The rates are dependent on the payload view to space
(dictated by orbiter attitude) and are also influenced by the
orbit position where the doors are open (day versus night side).
TABLE 6-4

















- 138 * -42
- 98 37







INotes:* No payload influence contributed to faster response. I
I** Data V34T9320,25,26 for Ascent Phase-STS-2 not received by JPL. I
I I
Payload bay pressures during the launch phase are shown in Figure
6-3 for the first 120 seconds after lift-off. This STS-I data
shows that the pressure declined rapidly approximately i0 seconds
after lift-off, from 1 atmosphere to essentially a vacuum in
about 120 seconds. This data agrees well with the data shown in
JSC report 07700 Volume XIV,"Space Shuttle System Payload
Accommodations". The maximum reduction rate occurred at ~40
seconds and reached ~ 0.32 psi/sec ( 17 torr/sec) .
6.3 On-Orbit Phase
During the On-Orbit Phase of the mission with the payload doors
open, the thermal environment of the payload bay is
primarily dependent on the orbiter orientation(attitude), the
angle between the orbital plane of the Orbiter and the
earth-sun vector (Beta angle), the attitude hold times,and the
presence of the payload itself. A brief description of flight
attitudes and payload placement effects on the payload bay
temperatures is provided in this section prior to the



























































6.3.1 On-Orbit Flight Attitudes
The On-Orbit attitudes are defined in Space Shuttle vehicle
structural coordinates: -X nose, +X tail, +Z top, -Z bottom, +Y
starboard side, and -Y port side. The attitude hold types are
defined as Solar Inertial (SI), Single Axis Inertial (SAI),
and Earth Local Vertical (LV). The angle between the orbital
plane of the Orbiter and the earth-sun solar vector is
designated as the Beta angle.
The Passive Thermal Control attitude (PTC) consists of a
continuous roll of 2 to 5 revolutions per hour about the X axis
with the X axis perpendicular to the solar vector. With all
Beta Angles, this generally provides the most thermally benign
attitude for the vehicle.
The Tail To Sun-Payload Bay to Space Orbital Rate attitude
(+XSAI) subjects the payload bay(depending on the Beta Angle) to
the coldest environment.
The Nose to Sun Attitude (-XSI) provides a relatively cold
environment for the aft and mid-fuselage payload bay and a
warm environment for the forward fuselage.
The Starboard Side to Sun attitude (+YSI) subjects the
starboard side of the payload bay structure to the relatively hot
environment and the port side to the cold environment
creating side to side thermal gradients.
The Payload Bay to Sun attitude (+ZSI)
bay to the maximum hot environment.
subjects the payload
The Tail to Sun Attitude (+XSI) provides a relatively cold
environment for the forward fuselage and mid-fuselage
payload bay and a warm environment for the aft fuselage.
The On-Orbit flight attitudes and attitude time lines for
STS-3 thru STS-5 are shown in Figures 6-4 and 6-5. The
attitudes flown for STS-3 were a PTC ( thermal conditioning
mode) before and after the first attitude hold of +XSAI for 24
hours. This was followed by a -XSI (nose to sun) attitude for 80
hours. The next attitude, +ZSI (top to sun) was held for 27
hours, followed by a 12 hour PTC( thermal conditioning mode).
6.3.2 Payload Effects
The cargo of a typical Space Shuttle flight will consist of a
complement of one or more payloads transported into earth orbit
to achieve specific mission objectives. The pallet mounted
payloads are attached to the orbiter by trunnions secured to the
longeron bridge and keel bridge fittings. The payload
configuration and its location in the Orbiter bay can reduce the
view factor of the RTDs to the external environment with
subsequent attenuation of the temperature data. Variations in
the temperature profiles of the RTDs in the vicinity of payloads
may be attributed to this effect. The locations of the












































6.4 On-Orbit Temperature Data
The temperature data for the various On-Orbit attitudes
summarized in the following section.
6.4.1 Top-Sun Attitude Temperatures
is
The start and end sequences for the Top-Sun attitudes were first
identified from the mission time lines for STS Flights 1-5. The
data files were searched for the measurement that proved to be
the most responsive and the least influenced by payload
placement. Measurement V34T9312, located in the forward bottom of
the payload bay, met these requirements and the data from this
measurement is representative of the empty payload bay
environment. Table 6-5 summarizes the flight data files and the
mission elapsed times for this temperature data and the results
are plotted in Figure 6-7 . The TMS data is presented in symbolic
notation and the CCT data is represented by continuous lines.
TABLE 6-5








































































The data in Figure 6-7 indicates that the Top-Sun steady state
temperature was established only in STS-3 for a MET of 120-150
hours. The upper temperature value in this case was 263 deg F
before correction. No definitive lower value could be discerned
from the data shown.
The cyclic nature of the payload bay temperatures, not observable
from TMS data, was clearly displayed by the CCT data from files
f29 and f243 (solid lines). Good agreement between TMS and CCT
data was noted for this case. Popular opinion holds that the
temperature data for the Top-Sun attitude, particularly for
measurement V34T9312, requires correction for the so-called
"Greenhouse Effect".
The Greenhouse Effect assumes that local energy trapping may have
occurred in the transparent Beta cloth pocket that the RTDs were
mounted in leading to higher recorded temperature readings than
the actual temperatures. This correction has not been applied to
the data in this report. For STS-I, upper value temperatures
















STS-I Data Msmt V34T9312
The highest recorded temperature was 285 deg F which occurred at
11.12 MET. Assuming these temperatures are for the Top-Sun
attitude, they would be expected to be higher than STS-3 values
due to the lack of Tedlar layer in the RTD pocket that was
installed on STS-3.
6.4.2 Bottom-Sun Attitude Temperatures
The Bottom-Sun Attitude was flown only on STS-4 and the METs for
this flight attitude were as follows:
8:46-18:50 MET (Sun Cone Angle 90 deg, Sun Clock Angle 145 deg)
55:30-78:15 MET (Sun Cone Angle 90 deg, Sun Clock Angle 180 deg)
The temperature data for these periods are contained in CCT data
file f42 and TMS data file f144. The collective data is presented
in graphical form in Figure 6-8. The temperature ranges for this
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6.4.3 Nose-Sun Attitude Temperatures
The Nose-Sun Attitude was flown on STS-3 and STS-5 for relatively




45:45-126:09 MET, 2 revs/orbit
79:57-104:02 MET, + i0 deg pitch
For STS-5 , the Orbiter had a positive pitch attitude of 10 deg.
The temperature data for this attitude is contained in the
following files:
STS-3 CCT data files f3,16,239,240
TMS data files f130
STS-5 TMS data files f158
The data is presented graphically in Figure 6-9. The temperature
ranges for this attitude are very well defined with a lower value
of -118 deg F and an upper value of 54 deg F. For STS-5, the
Orbiter's 10 deg pitch angle did not seem to affect the lower
temperature value; however, the upper temperature value was
reduced by as much as 84 deg F (54 to -30) as a result of
attitude differences. The flight temperatures show good agreement
between the CCT and TMS data.
6.4.4 Tail-Sun Attitude Temperatures
The Tail-Sun Attitude was flown on all five STS missions for
seven sequences and time durations varying from 2 to 61 hours.
STS-4 recorded the longest mission elapsed time for this attitude
hold with the MET of 88.20 to 149.12 hours. The flight data for
this attitude hold is summarized in Table 6-6.
TABLE 6-6

















* TMS data + CCT data
The temperature plots, shown in Figure 6-10, reveal that the
temperature range for the Tail-Sun SI attitude hold is well
defined with an upper value of 20 deg F and a lower value of -I00
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The warmer temperature readings of 55 deg F may be after door
closure. Although the lower value of temperature for the Tail-
Sun orbital rate attitude is indicated as -150 deg F by
measurement V34T9312, a lower temperature of -159 deg F was
recorded by measurement V34T9318 which is located on the port
side forward liner in the payload bay for approximately the same
flight conditions. This is indicated by data file f135 or f232 at
approximately 31.26 hours MET. Not shown on the plot is a
singular temperature reading of -187 deg F recorded by
measurement V34T9325 which is located on the starboard side of
the forward bulkhead. This temperature occurred on STS-4 during a
maneuver to obtain a Bottom-Sun Attitude for the bakeout of the
orbiter tiles at approximately 8.15 hours MET and shows up as a
single data point in file f51.
6.4.5 Starboard-Sun Attitude Temperatures
This attitude was flown only on STS-5 for a MET duration of about
47 hours, from 33:08-79:57. The temperature data presented in
Figure 6-11 was obtained from JSC Report 19956 which indicates a
temperature range of 26 to -120 deg F.
6.4.6 ZLV Attitude Temperatures
This attitude, with the payload bay facing the earth, was flown
eleven times during flights of STS-I,2,4 and 5. The flight
variations for this attitude and other specifics are given in
Table 6-7.
TABLE 6-7
+ZLV Attitude Temperature Files
Flight # Attitude Mission Elapsed Time JPL Data Files
STS i +ZLV YPOP Tail V
+ZLV YPOP Tail V
+ZLV YPOP Nose V
+ZLV XPOP Stbd v


















In summarizing the flight data for the -ZLV attitude, no
distinction was made for the attitude variations except between
the YPOP and XPOP attitudes. As a result, all -ZLV YPOP data is
presented in Figure 6-12. All the temperature data for this
attitude appears to fall within the range of +8 and +75 deg F.
The identical data is repeated in Figure 6-13 where it serves as
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6.4.7 PTC Attitude Temperature Data
This Passive Thermal Control attitude was flown
























The only data available for this attitude is contained in JSC
Report 19956. This report does not show data for the MET period
171:15-185:16 for STS-3. Also, data from this report for STS-I,
MET 30:50-32:57, STS-3, MET 3:19-6:44, and STS-4, MET 78:15-
88:20, are not presented due to their short durations and
proximities to warm attitudes.
The temperature data for this flight attitude is shown in Figure
6-14. Except for the two cooldown periods from hot attitudes for
STS-3, all data appears to fall within the range of -53 to +60
deg F.
6.5 Entry And Postlanding Phase
Figure 6-15 provides an overall look at the temperature data for
this mission phase for all available data from all flights. This
data is contained in JPL files f260-270. Detailed views of the
temperatures for STS-I and 2 are shown in Figure 6-16 and in
Figure 6-17 for STS-3.
The entry temperature data was collected from various
presentations and reports and is contained in eleven files,
f260-270 for STS-I,2, and 3. This data is for seven measurements,
V34T9310-13,18,25,and 27 covering the entire payload bay. This
collection of data, presented as a single plot in Figure 6-15,
gives an overall and comparative view of the available data. It
is noted that the temperature scale is enlarged to enhance the
data and the common time scale has placed the STS-3 data away
from the STS-I and 2 data. Portions of the data from Figure 6-15
are expanded in Figures 6-16 and 6-17 to show the results of the
major thermal events of this mission phase; namely, both the
entry heating and the gas purge of the payload bay. The data in
these figures indicates that the entry heat continued to affect
the payload bay till the time of touchdown. Approximately 40
minutes after touchdown, the payload bay temperatures were
influenced by the ground purge system. The effect of this
soakback heating, on the payload bay liners, was largely
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purge for this nominal entry condition.
The extent of the entry heating of the payload bay liners
resulted in temperatures of 85 deg F for STS-3 and 92 deg F for
STS-I. Available data indicates that the experienced entry
environment for the payload bay liners can be described as
benign. It should be pointed out, however, that the design entry
conditions were not flown and it is possible that temperatures
for these entry trajectories will be much more severe.
The postlanding temperature data is contained in files f280 and
281. The most complete set of data exists for STS-I for
Measurement V34T9312 in file f280. Measurement V34T9312 measures
the liner temperature at the bottom of the forward payload bay
from the time of touchdown for a period of 25 hours and is shown
in Figure 6-18. The effect of heat soakback, that is, the heating
of the payload bay area by the release of the energy that was
stored in the mid-fuselage structure during the entry phase (may
also be partially due to solar heating) is clearly revealed in
this plot for the period following touchdown. This soakback
temperature stabilized at about 75 deg F at which time the
natural cooling of the outside environment begins to take effect.
The temperature rise at 22 hours after touchdown is due to solar
heating on the day following the landing. It would be of
interest to compare this set of data with entry and postlanding
data for other flights to establish a worst case analysis, to
determine if the temperature level of 220 deg F for this mission
phase needs to be revised downward for JSC 07700,Vol.XIV, "STS
Payload Accommodations",ICD 2-19001, Pages 6-8.
The pressure rise in the payload bay during the entry phase for
STS-2 is shown in Figure 6-19. This pressure data was obtained
from R.G.Brown's personal data file book and is stored in JPL
file f291. The PLB pressures rose from 0.81 psia at 1649.14 sec
to 13.25 psia at 1940.65 sec from entry. This is an approximate
rate of rise of 0.043 psi/sec or 2.21 torr/sec. This data















































































































7.0 THERMAL FLIGHT DATA CHARACTERIZATION
This section of the report presents the characterization of the
thermal flight data. Unique features, general trends and
temperature values are discussed and presented in graphical
form. This characterization is limited to the On-Orbit Phase of
the flight missions. Characterization of the Prelaunch,
Ascent,Entry and Postlanding Phases were not performed since the
trends, values and ranges, flight to flight variations and
thermal features were all fairly regular and well defined as
evidenced from the previous section of this report.
In developing the flight data characterization, attention was





Sun Effects and Orbiter Attitudes.
Temperature Ranges and Temperature Extremes.
Temperature Data Comparisons- Vol. XIV and Flight Data.
The results of the characterization are presented in this section
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7.1 Payload Influence On Temperature
The influence of the payloads on the payload bay temperatures was
studied by comparing temperature data measurements far from the
payloads(empty bay responses) with those in proximity of the
payloads (fwd and aft). A summary table of the data obtained in
the payload influence study for STS-I, STS-2, and STS-3 is
presented in Table 7-2.
TABLE 7-2























It is evident from Figures 7-1 thru 7-3 that the overall
influence of the DFI, OSTA-I, OSS-I and the tool box payloads in
the proximity of a temperature sensor render a dampening effect
on the temperature. The payload bay upper temperature value was
reduced and the lower temperature value was higher than where no
payload influence exists. This would indicate that the payload
blockage of the temperature sensor's view of the Sun or deep
space has a moderating effect on the temperature data recorded
for the payload bay liner. Table 7-3 summarizes the main
features of the payload influence effect for STS-I STS-2, and
STS-3.
TABLE 7-3
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It is evident from this table, that it will be difficult to
rationally quantify the influence of the payloads on the
temperature in the liner because of the configuration and
properties of the payloads. This also shows a definite need for
an integrated thermal analysis of a mathematical model configured
with the payload and payload bay as a single entity to determine
the temperature sensitivity to payload configuration, properties,
and location.
A similar study was made for the STS-4 payload bay liner and
bulkhead temperature data as influenced by the following
payloads: DFI, IECM(Induced Environment Contamination Monitor),
DATE, DOD-82-1 and others. As in STS-3, the payloads were
located, for the most part in the aft section of the payload bay.
Table 7-4 provides a summary of the data utilized for this study
and Figures 7-4 thru 7-7 present the results graphically. The
dampening effect of the payloads on the temperature sensors was
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7.2 Longitudinal Temperature Variations
The flight temperature data was studied for variations along the
X axis of the orbiter from station Xo=576 at the forward
bulkhead to station Xo= 1307 at the rear bulkhead. Variations in
thermal properties and installation were not evaluated in the
study and flight data is presented as recorded. The only
significant length of time for which a hot case thermal
equilibrium was established for the payload bay liner occurred in
STS-3 with a Top-Sun Attitude at a MET of 126:09 to 153:00 hours.
The specifics are tabulated in Table 7-5 and the graphical
results are shown in Figures 7-8 and 7-9. It is noted that the
bottom liner measurements V34T9312, V34T9316 were not included in
this data set since these temperature variations were covered
under payload effects. Since measurements V34T9313 and V34T9314
were installed underneath the filter flanges instead of above
them, this data was also excluded . All data used was obtained
from TMS tapes, JSC Report 19956.
TABLE 7-5
Longitudinal Temperature Variations STS-3
Measurement # Xo Station Attitude Mission Elapsed Time


















The data shown in Figure 7-8 indicates that the temperature may
vary in a wide range at each longitudinal statlon(from + 143 Deg
F @ MET=I52 hrs to - 62 Deg F @ MET=I44 hrs deg F at Xo=850)
depending on the orbiter attitude relative to the sun. The upper
temperature values, however, show less variation with the largest
difference occurring at the aft bulkhead. This difference is
shown by measurement V34T9310 at station Xo=1215 on the port side
liner which was approximately 29 deg F greater than measurement
V34T9327 on the aft bulkhead at station Xo=1307. At the forward
bulkhead, this variation was on the order of 22 deg F. To
delineate this variation further, the temperature data for the
port side only was plotted in Figure 7-9. Thus, the temperature
differences between the port and starboard side are eliminated
and the port side temperature is more complete with respect to
the longitudinal station coordinate. The longitudinal variation
at the forward bulkhead is then almost non-existent. At the aft
bulkhead, however, the same variation remains and is logically
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7.3 Circumferential Temperature Variations
Aft payload bay temperature data for STS-4, obtained from
measurements V34T9313, 14 and 16 is plotted in Figure 7-10. As
seen in this figure, the data has a tendency to overlap for each
attitude hold which indicates a weak dependence of temperature on
the bay circumferential angle. The steady-state portion of the
Tail-Sun data was enlarged for a closer examination in Figure 7-
ii. The variation in temperature in the circumferential direction
was approximately 5 deg F. This would indicate that the view out
of the payload bay does not appear to significantly alter the
temperature data with the bay circumferential angle for these
specific attitudes. However, payload effects may influence this
conclusion.
The circumferential temperature variation is again examined in
Figure 7-12 for the forward payload bay using STS-3 data. The
measurements used were V34T9312 and V34T9320. V34T9319 data was
not used since this was influenced by the tool box payload. As
indicated in the figure, there is a weak dependence of
temperature on bay circumferential angle. For the Nose-Sun
attitude, the temperature readings from V34T9312 at the bottom of
the payload bay and from V34T9320 on the payload vertical wall
are approximately the same. This would indicate that the
temperature environment is independent of the bay angle for the
Nose-Sun attitude. For the Top-Sun attitude ,however, the
temperature variation indicates a strong dependence on the bay
circumferential angle. This dependence is examined more closely
in Figure 7-13 which used additional data from JSC Report 19956.
The circumferential variations in this case were found to be
approximately 117 deg F.
7.4 Orbital Temperature Variations
For this section, a mini-study consisting of the following tasks
was performed:
CCT and TMS data were examined to determine the level of
agreement between these data sets.
Payload bay temperature data was examined for orbital variations.
TMS data which, in general, is not suitable for curve fitting or
drawing conclusions about orbital variations in payload bay
temperatures was examined to determine if it could be used to
determine overall temperature ranges, general temperature
trends,and radiative thermal environments. This would have the
advantage of not having to resort to the voluminous and hard to
handle CCT data.
For this study, STS-3 and measurement V34T9312, which is located
at the forward bottom of the payload bay provided the most
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look at this data is presented in Figure 7-15, which used data
files f3,16,29,130 and 243.







agreement among themselves in terms of files merging into each
other(f3,239 and 240) or files
243).
and TMS data match
the Nose-Sun and Top-Sun attitudes where the
of data exists. In the Tail-Sun Orb Rate
cold portion of the orbit, there is again good
upper temperature values, however, vary
The mismatch for this portion of the data remains
The CCT data files appear to be in good
duplicating each other(f29 and
The orbital variation of the payload bay temperature , shown in
Figure 7-15 for the steady state condition, clearly reveals the
cyclic nature of the temperature variation. Consistency also
exists in the orbital period for both the Nose-Sun and Top-Sun
attitudes.
It is evident from Figures 7-14 and 7-15 that, given enough TMS
data over time, the TMS data alone could be used to define the
temperature ranges and general trends. Also the upper and lower
temperature values could be established via TMS data alone and
the results would be essentially the same as those established by
using both the TMS and CCT data simultaneously.
7.5 Attitude Temperature Variations
Representative flight temperature data for each shuttle attitude
was chosen from the data files and plotted as shown in Figure 7-
16. The primary objective was to show the relative steady state
temperature levels as a function of shuttle attitude. Table 7-6
provides the particulars on the flights,data files, etc.
TABLE 7-6
Attitude Temperature Variations
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unique as expected. As a result of solar heating,
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deg F and the lower value was 30 deg F. The temperature range was
233 deg F. With the exception of the Top-Sun attitude, the
temperature ranges for all other attitudes were between -143 and
+78 deg F. These ranges decreased to -116 to +56 deg F if the
Tail-Sun orbital rate and the +ZLV YPOP Tail V attitudes were
excluded from consideration.
The coldest attitude flown was the Tail-Sun Orbital Rate
Attitude. The lower temperature value for this attitude was -143
deg F. Other temperature extremes are discussed in subsequent
paragraphs.
The most benign attitudes flown were the +ZLV YPOP Attitudes. The
majority of the temperature data for these attitudes was between
0 and 78 deg F.
It should be noted that the Greenhouse Effect, where solar energy
might be entrapped in the temperature sensor installation as a
result of the wave length differences between the transmitted
heat flux and the emitted heat flux, was not compensated for in
the presented data.
7.6 Temperature Ranges
Figure 7-17 is a plot of temperature data recorded by measurement
V34T9312, the fastest response measurement in the payload bay.
The data used for this plot was obtained from JSC Report 19956.
This data included all attitudes for flights STS-I thru 5. The
time periods covered were from lift-off to entry. Additional data
from JPL file f135 for measurement V34T9318 on STS-3 was added to
this group to cover the cold temperature extremes. The purpose of
this plot is to present a graphical display of the full range of
payload bay temperatures in a single setting.
As indicated by this data,the majority of the data, covering all
shuttle attitudes, ranged between -117 and +81 deg F. For the
Top-Sun attitude, the upper value recorded was 263 deg F by
measurement V34T9312 on STS-3. The low value of temperature in
the figure is -159 deg F which occurred on STS-3, with the Tail-
Sun Orbital Rate Attitude and was recorded by V34T9318.
Circumferential view factor effects, forward bulkhead
blockage,and payload blockage may have resulted in compensating
effects which caused V34T931 (side liner) to be colder than
V34T9312(bottom liner). It is surprising to note that the coldest
reading on any JPL file was from neither of these
measurements.The coldest temperature recorded was for STS-4 by
measurement V34T9325, with a Bottom-Sun attitude. This data in
JPL file f51 shows a temperature of -187 deg F on the forward
bulkhead. This occurs as a single data point and raises a
question as to its validity. (D.Coronado/Rockwell
International/Houston submitted the following explanation on
8/26/87:The low Beta Tail-Sun Orb rate with Top to Space attitude
maintained a limited view of the earth at all times. The Bottom
to Sun SI attitude, however, provided a full view to space during
the night side pass. It is possible that the minimum temperature
registered on the forward bulkhead liner is valid.)
The high value of temperature was 285 deg F, recorded by
measurement V34T9312 on STS-I during a brief attitude excursion.
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extreme temperature is not clear and may be due to the Greenhouse
Effect.
The upper and lower temperature values in the payload bay for all
phases of the mission and for all major orbiter attitudes flown
for STS Flights 1 thru 5 are summarized in Table 7-7.
Corresponding figures from Volume XIV are also included for
reference.
TABLE 7-7
Summary of Temperature Ranges



































































(I) no greenhouse effect compensation 2) may be low specification
(3) conservative (4) May be high specification
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8.0 FLIGHT DATA - PREDICTION MODEL CORRELATIONS
This section of the report reviews the correlation between the
temperatures predicted by the Thermal Math Models (TMM) and the
temperature measurements obtained from STS-I thru 5 flight data.
A brief description of the TMMs is followed by the results of the
correlation work performed by Rockwell International/Houston. A
summary of the differences between the TMMs and the actual flight
data is followed by a discussion of the baseline changes made to
the TMMs to improve the predictions for future flights.
8.1 The Thermal Math Models
The TMMs used for an integrated thermal analysis of the payloads
and the orbiter for a prescribed thermal environment are well
documented in the following reports:
JSC Report ES3-76-I
JSC Report ES3-77-3
Orbiter Mid-Section Payload Bay Thermal Math Model
Description (Model # SSX001D), June, 1983.
390 Node Atmospheric Orbiter Mid-Section/Payload Bay
Thermal Math Model Description (Model #SSX002D),
September, 1983.
JSC Report 19540A Open Door Simplified Orbiter Thermal Simulator
Description, October, 1985.
JSC Report 19692A Closed Door Simplified Orbiter Thermal Simulator
Description, August, 1985.
The SSX001 Model was developed by NASA and Rockwell
International/Houston and is generally referred to as the 390
node model. It simulates the orbiter midsection/payload bay in an
open door configuration and is intended for the modeling of the
On-Orbit phases and attitudes of the mission. This TMM simulates
the:
Thermal Protection Subsystem (TPS) - External Insulation.
Mid-Fuselage and Aft-Fuselage Structure.
Payload Bay Doors-Radiators and Wings.
Payload Bay Liners-Wire Trays-Bulkheads and Longerons.
The SSX002D Model is similar to the first. It simulates the
orbiter mid-section/payload bay with the payload bay doors
closed. This model is suitable for prelaunch, ascent entry and
the postlanding phases of the mission but does not consider the
effect of the Sun, Planet or Space.
The latter two models, derived from the 390 node model, are
referred to as SOTs and document 3 describes this model as:
"This new tool is not a model, in the usual sense, but rather a
flexible thermal characterization of the orbiter designed to
allow the user to build the model, in any given thermal analyzer
format, and with node size granularity tailored (within given
constraints) to the unique payload configuration. The payload bay
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is divided into a minimum number of thermal zones defined as areas
having uniform thermal characteristics throughout. For orbiter
elements outside the bay, the user has the option of defining the
areas as thermal boundaries with temperatures driven to represent
the effect of the external environment,or modeling the orbiter
elements and calculating temperatures based on the orbital
environments."
By using the SOT models, the point of focus for thermal modeling
is moved from the orbiter payload bay to the payloads themselves.
These models provide a convenient method of prescribing the
boundary conditions for the payload thermal math models.
The correlation performed by Rockwell International/Houston, for
the midsection of the orbiter, and the portion reviewed and
presented in this report for the payload environment definition,
were based on the 390 node TMMs, both the open and closed door
versions. The SOT models were not used.
8.2 Flight Data - TMM Prediction Correlation
The correlation between the temperatures predicted by the 390
node TMMs and the actual measured flight temperatures is mainly
documented in the following two reports:
SEH-ITA-82-277 Preliminary 390 Node Thermal Math Model Correlation
Report, Rockwell International/Houston, Rose/Payne,
13 October, 1983.
SEH-ITA-82-111T 390 Node/OSTA/DFI Integrated Thermal Math Model
STS-2 Comparison, Rockwell International/Houston,
Internal Ltr, 28 April, 1982.
The flight temperature data used for this correlation was for
STS-2,3,and 5. The correlation is presented using reproduced
plots from the above reports and is limited to the payload bay
proper, including the bay liners, the wire trays, and the forward
and aft bulkheads.
8.2.1 Correlation of Prelaunch Data
The correlation of the predicted and flight data for this mission
phase is shown in Figure 8-1. Flight data from measurement
V34T9324 on STS-2 and measurement V34T9327 on STS-5 were compared
with the corresponding TMM data. These measurements were chosen
because they represented the high and low extremes of all the
prelaunch temperature data. The flight temperature data was
taken from JPL files f202k and f205n. The predicted TMM
temperatures were taken to be the gaseous nitrogen purge
temperatures at the purge inlet shortly before lift-off. The
data in Figure 8-1 shows that the temperatures correlate within 3
deg F under a nominal benign external thermal environment.
8.2.2 Correlation of Ascent Data
The correlation of the ascent flight data with the TMM
predictions is shown in Figures 8-2 thru 8-8. The details on the
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FICURE 8-3. FOR_IARD BULKHEAD STS-2 FLIGHT DATA VS. 390 TMM
(NODE 499) PREDICTIONS FOR ASCENT
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TABLE 8-1


































The ascent data for STS-2 was correlated in Figures 8-2 thru 8-4.
The maximum discrepancies were 24 deg F for measurement V34T9320
on the forward liner, i0 deg F for measurement V34T9325 on the
forward bulkhead, and 2.6 deg F for measurement V34T9326 on the
aft bulkhead. It is believed that these correlations were made
before the revision of the prediction model. The ascent data for
STS-3 was correlated in Figures 8-5 thru 8-8 for 4 measurements.
The predicted temperatures from both the baseline model and the
revised 390 node model are shown. The maximum discrepancies
between the flight temperature measurements and those predicted


















8.2.3 Correlation of Tail-Sun/Top-Space Orbital Rate Data
The correlation of the TMM predicted temperatures with flight
temperature measurements for the Tail-Sun/Top-Space Orb Rate
attitude are shown in Figures 8-9 thru 8-13. The specifics are
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STS-3 Flight Data vs. 390 Node TI_I Liner (Node 539)















FIGURE 8-12. STS-3 FLIGHT DATA VS 390-NODE TMM PREDICTIONS















"Baseline" and "Revised" 390 Node THM Fon_ard Bulkhead
Insulation (Node 499) Predictions vs. STS-3 Tail-to-Sun Flight Data
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TABLE 8-3

























For the data presented in Figures 8-9 thru 8-13, the maximum
temperature discrepancies between the temperatures predicted by
the 390 node model and the actual recorded flight temperatures
are summarized in Table 8-4.
TABLE 8-4
STS-3 Temperature Correlations
Msmt # Location Temp Variation
V34T9312 Fwd Bot Liner 10 deg F
V34T9317 Fwd Port Liner 16 deg F
V34T9318 * Fwd Stbd Liner 17 deg F
V34T9318 ** II deg F
V34T9325 Fwd Blkd 12 deg F
• Met 12-18 hrs. ** Met 28-36 hrs
8.2.4 Correlation of Nose-Sun Data
The correlation of 390 Node TMM model predicted temperatures with
the flight measurements is presented in Figures 8-14 thru 8-16.
Table 8-5 summarizes the information for the STS-3 Nose-Sun
attitude.
TABLE 8-5
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8.2.5 Correlation of Top-Sun Data
The correlation of the Top-Sun temperatures for STS-3 was
performed by Rockwell International/Houston. Table 8-6 provides
the details on the data used for Figures 8-17 and 8-18. It is
believed that the flight data used for these figures were
obtained from TMS tapes, which accounts for the sparsity of the
data. This makes the correlation task difficult. The data in the
table represents the best estimate of the correlation.
TABLE 8-6
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8.2.6 Correlation of Entry Data
The specifics for this phase are presented in Table 8-7 and the plotted data is
presented in Figures 8-21 thru 8-26. The variations are 16,25,11,17,11, and I0
deg F, respectively.
TABLE 8-7


























8.2.7 Correlation of Postlanding Data
Figure 8-27 presents the correlation between the flight data and
the predicted temperatures via the 390 node model.The maximum
variation is 2.5 deg F.
8.3 THERMAL MATH MODEL REVISIONS
Prior to attempting to correlate the prediction temperatures of
the 390 node thermal math model and the actual flight temperature
data for STS-3, Rockwell International/Houston made the following
baseline changes to the TMM:
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FZGURE 8-21. STS-2 ENTRY FLIGHT DATA VS. 390 T_l
(NODE 579) LINER PREDICTIONS
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FIGURE 8-22. STS-2 ENTRY FLIGHT DATA VS. 390 TMM
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FIGURE 8-23. "Baseline" and "Revised" 390 Node TP_ Liner Predictions
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FIGURE 8-24. "Baseline" and "Revised" 390 Node TMM Liner Predictions
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FIGURE 8-25
"Baseline" and "Revised" 390 Node TMM Forward Bulkhead
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Most payload bay surface temperatures were initialized with
flight data,the remainder were initialized at 70 deg F which was
very close to the average environmental temperature.
STS-3 flight data was used to drive the Orbiter's structure
during the ascent phase (0-.25 hours).
Heating rates from a ZLV Attitude were applied to the external
TPS from .25 to 2.0 hours.
Fuel cell heat rejection logic was included.
These changes were deemed necessary even if the TMM provided a
close simulation of the Orbiter midsection and the thermal
environment. The computer run with the above described changes is
generally referred to as the baseline run. Additional changes to
the TMM were recommended by Rockwell International /Houston after
studying the results of the correlations presented in the
previous sections. These changes are relevant to the payload bay
thermal environment. The changes recommended by RI/Houston and
the basis for the changes are summarized in Table 8-8. As a
consequence of these changes, the authors anticipate the effects
indicated in the table.
TABLE 8-8
Thermal Math Model Revisions
Change Basis for Change Anticipated Effect
Increase masses of MLI and
TGI5000 insulation by a
factor of 1.5-2.0
Increase MLI and TG15000
conductivity values.
Improved Mass data from
RI/Downey Weights Group
Estimated slower decay
rate in pressure in MLI
and TG15000 insulation
Include boundary effects ofiTo complete thermal
fwd lower bay equipment Jmodel
i
Revise entry vent air inletITo improve temperature
temperature curve and accuracy and computation
ascent air temp equations
Revise solar absorptance Better values now











entry and ascent phases
Improved Top-Sun and
Tail-Sun correlations
In most of the figures in this section, the temperature
predictions made from this baseline run were plotted along with
the TMM prediction after additional changes were made to the
model as well as the actual flight temperature measurements
themselves.
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8.4 THERMAL MATH MODEL VERIFICATION STATUS
The differences between the temperatures predicted by the 390
node TMM and the flight temperature measurements,taken from
Figures 8-1 thru 8-27, are summarized in Table 8-9. The 5
baseline cases are excluded from the summarization discussion.
TABLE 8-9
Thermal Math Model ~ Flight Measurement Comparisons
Attitude Flight Msmt # W Location Temp Diff Remarks
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It is evident that the TMM predicted colder low temperatures than
the flight measurements for the Ascent Phase with a range of 0-6
deg F. It predicted warmer temperatures than the actual flight
measurements in the Entry Phase of the mission. The variations in
this case having a range of 10-17 deg F. For the On-Orbit Phase
of the mission, it appears that the TMM predicted colder
temperatures for the Tail-Sun and Nose-Sun attitudes by
approximately 10-27 deg F. In general, the TMM overpredicted on
the higher temperatures and underpredicted on the lower
temperatures for the Top-Sun cyclic temperature variations. The
range of temperature variations being between 13-36 deg F. In
view of the fact that the correlation work described in this
section is preliminary in nature and the recommended changes have
not been permanently incorporated in the 390 node model, the
following recommendations are offered for consideration:
The verification studies of the TMMs be regarded as partially
verified.
All the studies proposed by Rockwell International/Houston as
listed in Table 8-10 below be implemented and all the proposed
modifications to the TMMs be incorporated, if not already done so.
The emphasis of the correlation effort should be based on the
basic physics of the phenomena rather than trying to get precise
agreement between the predicted and actual flight temperatures
for all phases of the mission. It is noted that the size of a
typical node ,such as node 531 for the forward starboard side
liner is 30 square feet.
TABLE 8-10
THERMAL MATH MODEL PROPOSED STUDIES (i)
* Study on Entry Structural Drivers
* Study on Bulkhead Structures as Boundary Nodes
* Evaluation of Optical Properties of Payload Bay Liner
* Correlation Of TMM Predictions with STS-4 and STS-5 Flight Data
* Establish Improved Correlations for Lower Bay Equipment
* Study the Greenhouse Effect on the RTDs
* Finalize a Correlation Report
Note (I) :A majority of these studies were completed prior to the release
of this summary report.
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In the conduction of this task, JPL has collected and organized
the available temperature data relating to the Shuttle Payload
Bay thermal environment. The methodology used for the data
reduction, analysis, and documentation has proven adequate for
the task.
Due to time and resource limitations, flight temperature data for
the payload bay longerons, trunnions and bridge fittings are not
covered in this report. Evaluation of this data along with an
evaluation of the Beta angle effect on flight temperatures could
prove to be an important adjunct to this study. Furthermore, the
review of the Thermal Math Models conducted herein was a cursory
one because of the limited resources and essentially represents a
critique of Rockwell's correlation effort. A more complete review
would entail an independent evaluation of the thermal nodal
network, the calculation of the thermal conductances and the
variations between actual flight temperatures and those predicted
by the model.
With respect to the nature and availability of the temperature
data relating to the Shuttle payload bay, it would appear that
for multi-flown flight attitudes sufficient data exists to
predict the thermal environment. However, this is not necessarily
true of the less flown flight attitudes where a sparsity of data
exists. The least understood aspect of the payload bay thermal
environment may well be the mutual influence between the payload
bay and the payloads and how this effects the temperatures. This
would require an integrated thermal analysis prediction model and
verification by flight data.
The results obtained may be utilized to effect a start in
establishing a Thermal Environment Data Base for Shuttle
Payloads. The completion of this task has resulted in:
An improved definitive Shuttle Payload Bay Thermal Environment.
The initiation of a user oriented STS Payload Bay Temperature
Data Base.
Making available to a community of users, via this
limited numerical and graphical data base that
thermal environment of the shuttle payload bay.
report, a
defines the
A review of the Thermal Math Models in use for predicting flight
temperatures.
In general,the flight data examined in this task would indicate
that the thermal environment of the Orbiter Payload Bay is, as
frequently described in workshops, technical paper presentations,
etc., a "benign" environment for most payloads. The reduction,
evaluation, presentation and compilation of the data in this
report provide a rational basis for making that judgement.
Based on the findings obtained during the conduct of this task,
the following recommendations are advanced:
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In performing tasks of this nature, provide access to the raw and
primary data tapes to the project monitor in addition to any
tabulation of data points and plots. This will provide a measure
of flexibility in the utilization of the data to suit the project
needs.
Extend the thermal environmental definition effort to include the
conduction environment. This would involve the organization,
evaluation, and presentation of the flight temperature data
related to the longerons, bridge fittings, and trunnions which
serve as heat conduction paths to and from the payloads.
Perform an in-depth analysis of the"Greenhouse Effect" and
correlate the results with flight data.
Consider a comprehensive update of the temperature and thermal
properties data presented in JSC Report 07700,Voi XIV - "Space
Shuttle System Payload Accommodations" with that presented in ICD
2-19001 - "Shuttle Orbiter/Payload Standard Interfaces" to
eliminate conservatism.
Conduct a study of the payload bay/payload interaction effects on
the temperature using available flight data. In this regard, it
is recommended that future flight data include payload
temperature data as well as payload bay data.
Evaluate the accuracy of the flight instrumentation system and
its related data.
Improve the overall documentation and distribution of flight
temperature data and its related reduction and interpretation.
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